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214.

THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY 
THEORIES.

[From the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. xxvιπ. (I860), pp. 187—215. 
Read November 10, 1858.]

The development, as is well known, depends upon that of the reciprocal of 
the distance of the two planets : and Hansen’s Memoir “ Entwickelung der negativen 
und ungeraden Potenzen der Quadratwurzel der Function r2 + r'2∙ — 2rr' (cos U cos 77 + 
sin 77 sin 17 cos J),” Abh. der K. Sachs. Ges. zu Leipzig, t. ∏., pp. 286—376 (1854), 
contains a formula which is truly fundamental, viz. the expression of the coefficient 
of the general term

Zf-1cos(JD∙+∕in

of the development of the reciprocal of the distance as expressed in the above- 
mentioned form, where r, r, are the radius vectors of the inferior and superior planets 
respectively, and 77, 77' are the angular distances from the mutual node. In the 
lunar theory, where the higher powers of p are neglected, we have in this manner

a small number of terms each of which is to be separately developed in multiple 
cosines of the mean anomalies. This can be effected as in the Fundamenta Nova, 
and my “Memoir on the Development of the Disturbing Function in the Lunar 
Theory,” R. Asi. Soc. Mem., t. XXVΠ., 1859, [213], which is a mere completion of 
Hansen’s process(1). In fact if f, f' are the true anomalies, and C, t>' the distances

1 I take the opportunity of mentioning the memoir of Hansen’s which immediately precedes that above 

referred to, viz. “Entwickelung des Products einer Potenz des Radius Vectors mit dem Sinus oder Cosinus 

eιnes Vielfachen der wahren Anomalie in Reihen die nach den Sinussen oder Cosinussen der Vielfachen der 

wahren der excentrischen oder mittleren Anomalie fortschreiten,” t. ιx., pp. 183—281 (1853).
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320 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214of the pericentres from the mutual node, then we have U — f + C, U' = f' + C', and the general term is ‰ cθsθ∕+j∕'+jc +yc')
where r, f are given functions of the mean anomaly g, and r', f' are the like functions, of the mean anomaly g'. And the development depends upon those of

rn cθs J/* r'-n-ι cθs λ'f'

sin,'*', sin*'∙^ ’which (if we consider as well negative as positive values of the index zx) are each of the form
n cos .z, 

sin jjand when the developments of these expressions are known, we obtain at once by the mere addition and subtraction of the coefficients of the cosines and sines of the different multiples of g and g', the development of
√n+1 cθs <Jf+jf' + Jc +j, C')

in the tabular form employed in my memoir just referred to. In the planetary theory we must unite together the terms containing the different powers of , so as to form the entire coefficient D(jif) of cos (jU+fU')^, if then we write
r = a (1 + a·), r = α' (1 + √),and develope the coefficient in powers of x, x' we have the general term 

x^x'a cos (jU +j'U')which admits of development in multiple cosines of the mean anomalies, in the same manner precisely as the before-mentioned general term
fι-,→jU+j'U')

in the lunar theory. It is proper to remark that this method is really identical with that commonly made use of in the planetary theory: the only difference is, that by Hansen’s fundamental formula, we have the complete expression of the coefficient 
D(j,j,) developed in powers of sin or of tan⅜φ, instead of (as in the ordinary methods) the first two or three terms of this development.
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214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 321
The required development of

xa- COS ( j U+j' U')

or, what is the same thing,

xa x'a' cos (#+//'+JC +j't') 

depends on the developments of

cos ., .. cos .,j,,xa . jf xa . j f .sιn,,*, sm√j

These are functions of the same form, and we may consider only

cos ., 
x°- ∙ ifsιn,v

The value of a? is and we could of course calculate

(--lY cθsjχ 
∖α 7 sιn∙λ,

by the methods of the Fundamenta Nova or the memoir of Hansen’s referred to in 
the foot-note. But if we write f≈ g + y (y is the equation of the centre), then the 
required expressions depend on

cos . xa . 77
sιn,,,y

which are actually calculated as far as e7 for α = 0, 1, 2...7, and j an undetermined 
symbol, by Le verrier in the Annales de V Observatoire de Paris, t. I. pp. 346—348 
(1855). Hence, by the mere substitution, in Leverrier’s formula, of the numerical 
values of j and j', and by the addition and subtraction of the coefficients of the 
cosines or sines of the different multiples of g and g', we may obtain the develop
ment of

xa x'a' cos (jf+j'f' + +j'C,)

in a tabular form similar to that employed in my memoir already referred to.

I have thought it desirable to put together the various results above referred to, 
and to investigate by a different process the expression for Hansen’s coefficient, which 
in his memoir is obtained by means of a long series of transformations which it is 
not very easy to follow, and is not exhibited in quite the most simple form. And 
this is what 1 have done in the present first part of a memoir on the development 
of the disturbing function. My object has been to exhibit, in as complete a form as 
possible, the preliminary development in multiple cosines of the true anomalies ; and 
to indicate the process of the ulterior development in multiple cosines of the mean 
anomalies.c. III. 41www.rcin.org.pl



322 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214I.Let s)Jl be the inferior, s3Jl' the superior of the two planets (in the lunar theory 3Jl is the moon, s)JΓ the sun) and let the quantities relating to the two bodies be, for s)Ji,
r , the radius-vector,
U, the distance from node,
C, the distance of pericentre from node, 
f, the true anomaly, 
g , the mean anomaly, 
a, the mean distance, 
e , the eccentricity,and for s3Jl' the accented letters, r', &c., in the like significations.The node referred to is the ascending node of the orbit of lDJi upon that of sK', and I write also Φ, the inclination of the orbit of s)Ji to that of ⅞R', 
η, =sin∣Φ.The disturbing function is in the first instance given as a function of r, r', H, where cos H = cos U cos U, + sin U sin U' cos Φ,that is, as a function of r, r', U, U', Φ, or, what is the same thing, of r, r', U, U', η. And the preliminary development is a development in multiple cosines of U, U'. We have then 77=∕+C,

U'=f' + V,and finally
r =a elqr (e, g), 
f = elta (e, g ), 
r' = α,elqr(e', g'∖ 
f' = elta(e', g,),and the ulterior development is a development in multiple cosines of g, g', tj, <β', the coefficients involving, as before, η, and also a, e, a, e,. But as usual it is not attempted to carry the development further, by introducing in the coefficients in place of the relative quantities C, <D', η, the remaining elements of the two orbits, which, if it were necessary to use them, would befor 9JÎ,

θ, the longitude of node, 
σ, the departure of node, 
φ, the inclination,Ωτ, the departure of pericentre,and for 9JÎ, the like accented quantities, the orbit of reference being any fixed or moveable orbit whatever.
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214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 323
II.The expression for the disturbing function on 9JÎ (that is, when the superior planet disturbs the inferior) is59{' J _ i.cosg + 1 )I r2 ↑∕r'2+ r'2- 2rr' cos H)and that for the disturbing function on 9Jl' (that is, when the inferior planet disturbs the superior) is

59i ∫ _ r,°°ag + 1 )( r2 √r2 + r'2 — 2rr cos H}where the disturbing function is taken with Lagrange’s sign (≈-R, if R be the disturbing" function of the Mécanique Gèles te).But we may in the first instance consider the development of the reciprocal of the distance of the two planets _________ 1____________Vr2 + r'2 _ 2rr, cos HThe preceding expression for cos H may be writtencos H = cos U cos U' + sin U sin U' (1 — 2η2),or in either of the two formscos H = cos (U — U') — 2η2 sin Usin U', cos H = (1 — η2) cos (U — U') + η2 cos (U + U').Now imagine the function developed in ascending powers of —the coefficient ofwill contain cosn27, cosn-2ff,... to cosH or 1 according as n is even or odd; andif we then substitute for cos H the last given expression, and express the different powers of cos H in multiple cosines of U — U' and U + U', and make the final expression contain the cosines of opposite arguments each with the same coefficient, it is easy to see that the form of the general term is-⅞⅛ O’, ∕)cθs u+j' u')>

where j, j', each of them extend through the values n, n-2,...-n, and where 
Gn(-j, -j') = Gn(j,jy
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324 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214Thus in particular for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, the combinations {jt j') belonging to the several arguments are,
0,0 , i, i -I, I , 2, 2 o, 2 -2, 2 , 3, 3 i, 3 ~1> 3 “3, 3 .

I, -I -I,-I 2, 00, o -2, o 3, I I, I -I, X -3, X
2, -2 O, -2 -2,-2 3, - I I, -I -I,-I -3,- I

3, -3 1> -3 -I,-3 .-3,-3
But as the coefficients G satisfy the condition G(-j, -j') = G (j, j'), the two terms 
G(j, j')c,os(j^U+j'U') and G{-j, -j')Gθs(-jU-j'O,) are equal to each other, and they may be combined together into a single term. The general term may consequently be written r⅛+1 2C,n O', /) cos 0 U +j' U'),

where j has only the values n, n — 2,...1 or 0, and j' has as before the values 
η, n — 2,... — n; except (which occurs only when n is even) for y = 0, when j' has only the values n, n — 2,...O: and in the particular case J=,∕ = θ, the last-mentioned expression for the general term must be multiplied by ⅜, or, what is the same thing, the factor 2 must be omitted. In particular for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, the combinations (J, 7) belonging to the several arguments are
, ο , I, I , 2, 2 o, 2 , 3, 3 1> 3 , 4j 4 2, 4 o, 4

I,-I 2, O o, O 3, I I, I 4, 2 2, 2 O, 2---------------- --------------------- ----- --- ----------------------------- —-—2,-2 3,-I I,-I 4, o 2, 0 0,0
3,-3 1>-3 4>-2 2,-2

4,-4 2,-4
COSI remark that in a series K (j, j') . jU +j'U', where each argument occurs positively and negatively, and K (-j, —j') = + K (j, j') according as the series is one of cosines
www.rcin.org.pl



214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 325

COSor of sines, we may say that the discrete general term is K(j, j') g∙n0^ +j'U'), 0rthat K (j, j,) is the discrete coefficient of the cosine or sine, but if we unite together the terms with opposite arguments so as to form the general term
COS2K (j, j') . (jU +j'U'), then this may be called the concrete general term, and

2K (j, j') may be said to be the concrete coefficient of the cosine or sine. In a sine series the term corresponding to the argument zero vanishes; in a cosine series this is not in general the case, and the concrete term corresponding to the argument zero must be multiplied by j.Returning to the question in hand, from the symmetry of the expression to be developed, we have CfnO', ∕) = Cn(7,J),and it follows that the only coefficients which need be calculated are those for which 
j is not negative, and not less in absolute magnitude than /; the remaining coefficients are respectively equal to coefficients which satisfy these conditions. Thus for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, the combinations (j, j') corresponding to the coefficients in question are,
, o , 1> i , 2, 2 , 3, 3 , 4, 4

I,-I 2, O O, O 3, I I, I 4, 2 2, 2
2,-2 3,-I I,-I 4, O 2, o o, o

3>~3 4,-2 2,-2
4,-4 2,-4

and we have, for instance, G (2, 4) = G (4, 2), G (— 2, — 4) = G (2, 4) = G (4, 2), &c. Under the preceding restriction, viz. j not negative, and not less in absolute magnitude than y', the expression for Gn (j, j') (deduced from the formulae of Hansen’s Memoir) is as follows; viz. putting as usual Π# = 1.2.3...zc, and also ∏ι (« —⅜) = ⅜. ∣. ⅜...(λj-⅜), and representing the hypergeometric series
α. β a.a + l.β.β + l'1 + 1 æ + _-----o-------- γ x2 + &c.1.7 1. 2. 7.7+1by F (a, β, γ, «), we have

r ( ô √∖ _ 2j+f π* (I (n +J) ~ ⅛) π* (n ~ ⅜) 
υ υ' ∙υ ∏ ⅜ (re - j) ∏ ⅛ (n -j') ∏ (j +f)

× ηM (1 — 772)id-∕) F (-n +j, n+j + 1, j +j' + 1, ηi)
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326 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214which, it is to be noticed, is a rational and integral function of η, the highest power being rfn, and the lowest power or order of the coefficient being τ∕+L I reserve the demonstration of this formula for a separate paragraph.Let the discrete general term involving cos (Jι/’ +j'U') be represented by
we have, in like manner as for the coefficients C, D {-j, —j') = D (j, j'), D (j', j) = D (j, j,), and consequently D(j, j') will be known, if we know its value when the before- mentioned conditions are satisfied; viz., if j be not negative and not less in absolute magnitude than /; and collecting together the different terms which involve the cosine in question, we find at once, the conditions being satisfied,

£ (.?, Λ -<$ (J. ∕) + cj+, (j, ∕)+&c....so that the value of D (j, j') is known. A transformation of this expression will be given in the sequel.
III.The concrete general term is2D (j, j') cos (jU +j'U')-,in particular the concrete terms involving the arguments U — U,, U + U', are2D(1, — l)cos(CΓ- U'),

2D(1, l)cos(D+D'),or, substituting for the D coefficients their values, the terms are2 jr cl (1, -1)+£ σ, (1, -1) +..] cos (V- σ'),
2∣^c1(i, i) + ≤ft(i, i) + ..]cos(σ+σ'),

So far I have considered the reciprocal of the radius vector ; but if we consider, instead, the disturbing functions, the only difference will be that we must add the term- -ζ cos H, 
r i

or -^coszr,
www.rcin.org.pl



214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 327according as the superior planet disturbs the inferior one, or the inferior planet the superior one. The value of cos H is(1 — τ∕2) cos ( Z7 — Z7') + rf cos(U+U'),= 2C1(l,-l)cos(t7- Z7') + 2Cj(l, l)cos(C7+ U'),obstrving that
C1(l,-l) = ⅜(l-772), C1(l, 1) = ⅜^5and the terms to be added are consequently, when the superior planet disturbs the inferior, -2^2<71(l,-l)cos(Z7-i7')

-2^2C1(1, 1) cos (Î7+Z7'),

the effect of which is simply to destroy the same terms contained with the opposite sign in the reciprocal of the distance;
and when the inferior planet disturbs the superior one, the terms to be added are 

— 2^C1(1, — 1) cos (U—Z7*)
-2 £<7,(1, l)cos(G+δr').

which are not equal to any terms in the reciprocal 01 +be distance. We may write as follows :
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328 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE L214

Reciprocal of Distance is,

Disturbing function ÷ Mass of Disturbing Planet is,

u +u,

D (o, o) cos I o o
+ 2D (1, - I) f I - I

(,)[-vscl(ι,-i) , -1]

-1) L· ~ 1 ]

+ 2Z)(1, l) Z I I
I) I. 1]

0 [~2μ C (1. i) l- I I ]

+ 2 D (2, - 2) 2-2+ 2 Z>(2, θ) 2 O+ 2 D (θ, 2) O 2
+ 2 D (2, 2) 2 2+ 2 D (3, - 3) 3-3+ 2 Z> (3, - 1) 3 - I+ 2 Z>(ι, -3) i - 3
+ 2D(3, 1) 3 I+ 2z>(1> 3) I 3
+ 2 d(3, 3) 3 3+ 2 D (4, - 4) 4-4+ 2 D (4, - 2) 4-2+ 2 7) (2, -4) 2-4+ 2 D (4, o) 4 o+ 2 D (o, 4) o 4
+ 2 D (4, 2) 4 2+ 2 D (2, 4) 2 4
+2 D (4, 4) 4 4+ &c., &c.

1 Only to be inserted for the disturbing function when the superior planet disturbs the inferior, and 

having the effect of destroying portions of the coefficients of the next preceding terms.

Only to be inserted for the disturbing function when the inferior planet disturbs the superior one.
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214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 329For the lunar theory, to the extent to which it is necessary to carry the development, and to which it is carried in Hansen’s Fundamenta Nova, and my memoir before referred to, we might simply write,
Disturbing function ÷ Sun’s Mass is

u 4-U'

- Co (o, o) cos o o-∕∙2(1) + /3^(0, o) o o
(6) »-2 74^3(1, -1) I - I
(8) +2 74<73(b 1) I Iy2(2) +2^3<72(2, ~2) 2-2y.2(3) +2^c2(2, o) 2 Oτ∙2(4) + 2 p5 C2 (θ, 2) O 29^2(5) + 2 773<λ(2, 2) 2 2r3(7) +2^⅞(3, 3) 3-3r3(9) +2^C3(3, -1) 3 - Iy∙3(lθ) +2^Cs(l, -3) I -3

+2 74^3 (3. 1) 3 i
+ 2p5C8(ι, 3) I 3

where the prefixed numbers are those of Hansen’s ten parts ∩1, ∩a...∩10j or omitting the first term which depends only on the sun’s radius vector, and the last two terms which are ultimately neglected, and substituting for the coefficients C their values we have, C. III. 42www.rcin.org.pl



330 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214

Disturbing function ÷ Sun’s Mass is
U +V'

________________________________ z----- ,----- s

(1) J- ⅜ cos o o

(2) iri+ ∣,< 2—2

(3) f⅛,- j√ £ 2 °

(4) f≠- ∣√ £ ° 2

(5) ⅛ 2 2

<6> ∣-£ 
ω ∣-⅞≠÷⅞y z« 3-3

<8> ^-⅛,∙ £ 1 i
⅛) ⅛ 3 - 1

(IO) £ 1 - 3

If the same form be adopted for the planetary theory, the expressions for the 
leading coefficients will be,

C.(0, 0), 2>(0, 0) = p 1

2 + ~⅞ ⅛(1^^ qv2+ θΐ?4)

4 + ≤L 7⅛(l-2O√+ 90 √- 140 v6+ 70 √)

6 + £* ^f⅛(l-42 √3+ 420 √ - 1680 √i+3150 ≠..)

8 + a⅝‰ (1 - 72 η2 + 1260 ηi - 9240 η6 - 34650 ≠..)

2i> + π,ip~⅞∏p--jj?<- ⅛ ⅛+1∙1∙ ;
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214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 331

C1(l, -1), 7>(1, -1)= ~ ⅛(l-√0

3 + p-4 ⅛ (1 - η2) (1 — 10 772 + 15 √)

5 +^β 1⅛(1 -t72) (1 - 28 rf + 168 ηi - 330 η6 + 210 rf)

7 + 78 ⅛⅛ (1 “ r>2) (1 - 54 t72 ÷ 675 √ - 3100 vs + 7425 η8)

‰4-l . y*iip+1 ∏1(P + ⅜)∏1(P~⅜)∕1 nηπ∕ on ‰,o 1 ox.⅛,+ l + r'2p+2 Π(p + T)∏p 7∕)-^( ¾), 2p + 3, 1, η ),

C1(l, 1), 7)(1, 1)= £ ∣,≈

3 + 7. K(i-Vsτ,+ H*)

® + 7. ⅛√(l-%8->∕2+ 28,∙~ψ⅛∙)

7 47⅛W(l-W + iiW-330√>)

⅜+ 1 + ’Z"« 2 l'β^⅛+¾.J'(- 2p, 2p + 3, 3, η') -,

G,(2,-2), D(2,-2) = ί ∣(l-∙>,7

4 + 7 ⅛(1-1>)≈(1-H<i,+ 28√}
6 + ⅛θ⅛(l-τ?2)2 (1-36 r +270 √-660 √i +495 rf)

2P + ⅞ι∣j∏(p-~i)> <1 - i"(- 2P + 2∙2P + 3∙ 1-

<7.(2, 0). D(2, o)= £ t*(*-<J,)

4 + 7.

6 +7 Si ,)s(1 -,),)(1 - <2 if+ 45 if-66 if...)

⅛ + ⅛ 21⅞+∏⅞⅞υ (1 - ≠) i,(- 2p + 2,2p + 3, 3,if :

42—2
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332 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214

Gn (0, 2) = Gn (2, 0), D (0, 2) = D (2, 0) ;

C1(2, 2), D(2, 2)= ~3

4 +7≈ li»‘d-V»’ + S»‘)

6 + ^W∙>,d-⅞Mi+W)

9-n 4- r P 2 ^P ÷ ⅜) Hi (P ÷ ⅜)^Ρ(_ 2« + 2 2» + 3 5 tt2) ∙
“P ^∙'2p+l 3 ∏(i>-l)∏(p-l) η p+ ’ 'p+ ’ ’ η

C,(3, -3), 7>(3,-3) = £ Ad-»’?

5 +^«rd-»7d-18»’ + 45»‘)

λd μ I I raP+1 (/> ÷ ⅜) ∏ι (p — f) ,, nayF(, i⅞ I t> '2n I 5 1 τι2)∙
⅛' + 1 +Λ-= ∏⅛ + 2l∏f,)-l)ιl η>-ti∙ 2p + 2,2p + 6,i,η),

Ct(S,-l), D(3, -1)= £ A »’(!-»’)’

•5 +pi W»’(!-»’)’(!-® V2 + V V,)

2p + l +~ 8°'^ ¾∏ ⅛Μ' Ιs(l-^(-2p+2,2p+S, 3,

Cn(l,-3) = C.(3,-1), H(l, -3) = H(3, -1);

ft (3,1). D(3, 1)= ≤ «»‘(1-»’)

5 +^Hi»‘d-»’)d-¥»s+3’)*)

⅛+' - ⅜ π' ⅞j0+∏ ⅛ -υ+ ηl <1 -ι>a) -f(~⅜+2- ⅛+5∙ 5>,,s^

ft(l, 3) = ft,(3, 1), Z>(l, 3) = D(3, 1);

ft (3, 3), Z><8,8)- ~ A»‘

5 +^%5»·σ+¥»’···)

⅛+1 + a ¾-(Mυ⅞⅛^υ ”*F(~2p+2∙ 2p+5∙1, rn',&c-
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214 I DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 333

IV.But for the planetary theory it is more suitable to arrange the expression of 
D(j,j') according to the powers of η. We have, under the before-mentioned conditions, 
j not negative and not less in absolute magnitude than j',

D (j, j') = X /;+2λ+1 <¾+2λ (j, j')

where λ extends from 0 to ∞ ; and, writing in the expression of Gn (j, j'), j + 2λ for n, we findA fi n = π 0 + λ ~ ⅜) πι (⅜ (j +∕) + λ - ⅜) P∕ 2λ 2iu-2λ+l i + i'+l -n2Ι½∙+2λ(j,j) ∏λΠ(⅛(j-∕) + λ)Π(J+∕) 2λ, 2j + 2λ + l,j+j +1,77),or, substituting for the hypergeometric series its value,f* z ; √∖ _ v Hi O' ÷ λ ~ ⅜) ∏ι (⅜ G +∕) + λ ~ ⅜) (~)e [2∖]g [2j + 2λ + 0]a .- ∏λ∏(⅛O-∕) + λ)∏o∙+∕) Wb+y + <η' ,
_ (-)« 8W ∏, (j + λ - ⅜) ∏, (⅜ (j +j') + λ - ⅜) ∏ 2λ ∏ (¾∙ + 2λ + g) m-β nλ∏(⅜o∙-∕)+λ)∏o+y+⅛)∏⅛∏(2λ-i)∏(2j+2λ) ,from 0 = 0 to θ = ∞ . Substituting in the numerator for ∏ 2λ, 22λ Π λ ∏1 (λ — ⅛), and in the denominator for ∏ (2J + 2λ), 22j+2λ ∏ (J + λ) ∏1 (J + λ — ⅜), and reducing, this becomesZV Z∙ n v> (-)βr0 1 ∏1(⅜σ+∕) + λ-⅜)Π(2J + 2λ+0)Π1(λ-⅜)½∙+2λ <J, J ) - ÷θ π θ∙ +y + ∩0 2j-j' π Qθ∙ -j')+ λ) ∏ (j + λ) ∏ (2λ - 0)and substituting this expression in D(j, j'), we find1 W f-V v~θτ)( i γ∖ = _ m ∩ _ 7,2∖⅜ o-∕) j 2______v √..l.---------

jmJ∙J> 2,∙-√1> u v) √j+ιz",∏(j+y+0)iwv ∕∏. (i (j +7) + λ - i) ∏ (2j+2λ + g) Π.(λ-⅜) ∕r∖ft∖Λ π ⅛ O' -Λ+λ) ∏ (j+λ>π <2λ - *> v,) ∕from λ = 0 to λ = ∞ and 0=0 to 0 = ∞ ; which is the required expression. It is tobe remarked that the series in which multiplies η-θ is not in general expressibleas a hypergeometric series. If, however, we attend only to the leading term in η, or write 0=0, we find for D (j, j') the value1 ∕V 1
—— nW ∩ — <n2U W ) -------------------v > √*+ι ∏(j+∕)v ∕∏1 (⅜ G ±£> + λ - ⅜) ∏ (2j + 2λ) ∏1 (λ - ⅜) (r_γΛ ∏(⅜σ-∕)+λ)∏σ+λ)∏2λ ∖rf) )
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334 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214which may be simplified by putting in the numerator for ∏ (2j + 2λ),2^∏(j + λ) Π1(J + λ-⅜),and in the denominator for ∏ (J +/),2^'∏⅜σ+n ∏1 (⅜σ+∕)-nand for ∏ 2λ, 22λ ∏λ∏1 (λ — ⅛). We thus obtain the value
ψ+∕ (1 _ ,=)i u-,, — τr--7-----

v Π1(⅜ O+j'⅛+λ-⅛) ∏, (,y + λ-⅜) ∕r∖≈^∏(⅛σ-Λ + M∏λ W ’which is equal to
„j+j' (1 _ rf∖i lj~j') —__________ ∏1V~T-⅜)---------η μ v) ^÷ι∏⅜σ+∕)∏⅜σ-∕)y [⅛ +/)+λ - ⅛3λ∏+λ - ⅛P M2λ t⅛σ-√)+λ]w w ’or finally we have, as regards the leading term in η,

D(j, j')=++3 ∏i0∙+)θ∏ f(J-∕)
r (⅜ 0 +Λ+1, i + I, i 0 -√') +1. 7≈) ∙I remark that if in general

ra√a5 (r2 + √2 — 2rr' cos ⅛)~x~i = ΣRx cos ⅛⅛, Rx~i = Rxthen, writing ⅜ (J —∕) for i and ⅜ ( j +j,) for æ, we have-κiσ+Λ = ∏1(⅜O +7)-i)∏iO'-7) f (i 0 +λ + *' j' + i, i ~j) +1, /’)
and the last-mentioned expression for D(j, j'), as regards the leading term in η, becomes therefore 2) z j j'∖ = j+j' z1 _ 2∖⅜ (j-√') πι(⅜(J+J)~⅜) u~n 

V V ) ∏⅜(J+∕) iO+∕),and we have in generalD (J, j') = 97j'+f (1 — τ∕2)i d-∕) I ~(⅛XLtO⅜) Rλj n 4. terms in 77l.v∙, j, , v ,, ( ∏⅛o+∕) iα+n )As a verification, it may be noticed that for y + ∕ = 0 we have D(j, —1∕) = (1 — Vψ 
(Rj + terms in rj), and for η = 0, D (j, — j) = Rj, which is right, since the two sides each denote the coefficient of cos ∕⅛ in (ri + r'2 — 2rr' cos ⅛)~⅛. There is reason to believe that the expression for D (j, j') might be further reduced so as to obtain in a convenient form the coefficients of the successive powers of η ; but I have not yet accomplished this.
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214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 335

V.Considering now D{j, j') as a given function of r and r', we must in the planetary theory write r = a (1 + x), r, = a, (1 + √), and develope in powers of x and 
x'. The general term is, of course,
where D (j, j') is what D (j, j') becomes when a, a' are substituted for r, r' ; and, writing f + C, f + <G', for U, JJ', we see that in the planetary theory the terms to be developed are of the form

xax'a' cos (jf + j'f' + jt + ∕fc'),while, from what has preceded, the form for the lunar theory is 
rnr'n' cos (jf + j'f' + jt + j,fc'),

(n' is always = — n — 1, except in the terms pcos (U ± U')^

the values which have to be substituted being
r =a elqr (e, g ), x = elqr (e, g ) - 1, 
f = elta(e, g),

r' = a elqr (e', g'), √ = elqr (e', g') - 1,
f' = elta (e', g').Suppose that in the former case the developments of

xa cos jf xa sin jf x'a' cos j'f', x'a' sin j'f'and in the latter case the developments ofGΓc°s^ 0"sin^ (s)"c°a^' GPin^,are Σ [cos]* cos ig, Σ [sin]* sin ig, X [cos]*' cos i'g', X [sin]*' sin i'g',where the summations extend from i or i' = — ∞ to ∞, and where the coefficients [cos]*> [sin]* satisfy [cos]-i ~ [cos]*, [sin]-* = — [sin]*,and in like manner the coefficients [cos]*', [sin]*' satisfy[cos]-*' = [cos]*', [sin]^*' = — [sin]*'.It is to be observed that [cos]*, [sin]* are functions of e, and [cos]*', [sin]*'
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336 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214functions of d ; the accents to the indices i and i! are sufficient to indicate this. Hence observing thatX [cos]4 cos ig X [cos]4 cos ig X [sin]4 sin ig X [sin]4 sin ig
X [cos]4' cos i'g' = XX [cos]4 [cos]4' cos (ig + i'g'),X [sin]4' sin i'g' = XX [cos]4 [sin]i' sin (ig + i'g'),X [cos]4' cos i'g' = XX [sin]4 [cos]4' sin (ig + i'g’),X [sin]4' sin i'g' = — XX [sin]4 [sin]4' cos (ig + i'g'),

(γ∖m ∕γ'∖n-] ∖α,∕ ΐη^θ
cos ( jf+jf'), the values XX ([cos]i [cos]i' + [sin]i [sin]i') cos (ig + i'g'), sin (jf +jf'), ,, XX ([sin]4 [cos]4' + [cos]4 [sin]4') sin (ig + i'g'),and thence observing thatcos (j⅛ +∕C,) XX Pi∙i' cos (ig + i'g') = XX Pi>i' cos (ig + i'g' +jt +j'⅛'),— sin (jC +j't') XX Qi>i' sin (ig + i'g') = XX Qi∙i' cos (ig + i'g' +jt> +∕C'),provided only that P~i>~i' = Pi∙~i', Qr-i>~ι'= - Qi>i', we find for the product of xax'a' or as the case may be M i~,) into cos (jf+j'f +jC +j't>,) the expression

XX ([cos]4 [cos]4' + [sin]4 [sin]4' + [sin]4 [cos]4' + [cos]4 [sin]4') cos (ig + i'g' +jf> +j't') 
or, finally, the expressionXX ([cos]4 + [sin]4) ([cos]4' ÷ [sin]4') cos (ig + i'g’ + JC +j't')which is the required development of the general term in multiple cosines of the mean anomalies.

VI.Investigation of the coefficient Cn (j, j').It is possible that there might be some advantage in developing in the first instance according to the powers of cos H, a process which, as it has been seen, leads very readily to the form of the general term ; but the mode which I have adopted is to develope in the first instance according to the powers of y. I put therefore cos H = cos (U — U') — 2rf sin Usin U', and we have then for the reciprocal of the distance,[r2 + r'2 — 2rr' cos (U — U') — rr' (— 4 sin Usin U')η2}~⅛
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214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 337

which is to be developed in ascending powers of —,, and we have for the discrete general term of the development̂ 1cw(y,y')cos(yU+y'U')5
which is the definition of Cn (j, j'), the coefficient the value of which is sought for. It has been seen that j, j', are each of them of the same parity with n (even or odd according as n is even or odd), and it has been seen also that it is sufficient to consider the case where j is not negative and not inferior in absolute magnitude to j,. Expanding in powers of η, and putting as beforeIL» = 1.2.3 ...x, Π1(ic-⅜) = ⅜.∣.∣...(Λ7-⅜)the general term is

~ rxr'x' {(r2 + r'2 — 2rr' cos (JJ — U')}~ic-i (— 4 sin Usin U')x y2xwhere x extends from 0 to ∞ .The factor (— 4 sin U sin U')x consists of a series of multiple cosines, and as usual it is assumed that the cosines to opposite arguments are made to occur with equal coefficients. The form of the general term is cos (λ U + λ' U'), where λ, λ' have each of them the values x, x— 2, x-4,...-x, that is, λ, λ' are each of them of the same parity with x. Hence y’, y' being as before of the same parity with each other, and ⅛ being even or odd according as y’, y' and x are of the same parity or of opposite parities, the development of (— 4 sin U sin U,)x will contain a series of terms cos [(y÷⅛) U+(y' — ⅜) U'], which (since the other factor contains only multiple cosines of U — U') are the only terms which give rise to a term cos(y(7 +j'U'). I represent the discrete term of (— 4 sin U sin U')x which contains the before-mentioned argument by
Jf∕cos[(y + ⅛) Γ+(y-⅛)tΓ].On the before-mentioned assumption, y’ not negative and not less in absolute magnitude than y', we have y’ +y' and j — j', each of them not negative. We must have y' + ⅛ æ and y' — ⅛ x, that is ¾ [j> (x — y’) and <£—(#— y'), consequently 

x— j <£ — (χ — y') or 2« <ty+y'. And this relation being assumed, ⅛ extends from the inferior limit — (x — j') to the superior limit (x—j) by steps of two units, the extreme terms being
⅛ = -(x-j'), MJ cos [(j+j'- x) U + xU'],⅛ = G-J)> MJ cos [xU + (j + j'-x)U'],the coefficient of U increasing from y’ + j' — x to x, and that of U' diminishing from æ to j+j' —x by steps of two units.

C. III. 43
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338 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214

VNow expanding in ascending powers of -,, write
rχr'x _|_ i√2 _ 2rr'cos ( tZ — U,')}~x~^ = ΣRχ cos i (U — U')where i extends from — ∞ to + ∞ and Rx~τ = Rx∖ so that Rx cos i (U — U') is the discrete general term of the development. The term Rf cos ⅛ ( £Z — U') in combination with the term Zlfss'cos [(J + ⅛) U + (j' — ⅛) U'] gives rise to MfRf cos (jU+j'U), and restoring the multiplier which has been omitted, and giving to ⅛ and x the different admissible values, we find for the discrete general term containing cos (j U+j'U') the value

∑ "1¾7υ >?“ X (⅛⅛*) ∞s (jU+j'U')

where ⅛ extends from the inferior limit ⅛ = — {x -j') to the superior limit ⅛ = x —j, by steps of two units, and x extends from x = ⅛ ( j +∕) to x = ∞. The portion of this containing p— cos (jU +j'U') is7⅛i On(j, j') cos (jU + j'U')and we have therefore
¾O,∕) = coeff. in Σ lltfcM(⅝>⅝t>There is some speciality in the case j+j' = Q, but the result just obtained subsists without variation. To find Maf we have= Discrete coeff. cos [(J + ⅛) U + (∕ — ⅛) tZ'] in (— 4 sin U sin tZ,)*, and putting sin U = ~ (v — , sin U' = (v — where i = √ — 1 we have

(- 4 sin ÎZ sin U'f ≈(v- (v, - A)*,

and the function on the right hand contains the term(-)∕+∕,______J≥__________ ___Π-___ υ*+2∕ v'χ→f
∏f∏(x-f) Πf'Π(x-f'Γ

or putting
χ-2f=j + ⅛, x-2f'=j'-⅛,and therefore

∕=i(≈->-a),∕' = i(<≈-7 + ⅛),which give integer values for f f', since ⅛ is even or odd according as j, f, and 
x are of the same parity or of opposite parities, and replacing υir-^ v'x~⅛' by the half of its value 2 cos [( j + ⅛) U + ( j' - ⅛) U'], the term is

∕ ∖aJ+⅛(j+∕) ___________
Π⅛(λ∙-j-^) ∏i(λ.+> + ^) ∏⅜ (λ∙ -j' + ⅛) 11 j (λ∙ +j' - ⅛)

× cθ8 [(J + ⅛) U + (∕ - ⅛) U’],
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214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 339 and consequently,
M a∙ = (~y-i∣J+f) ______________ —________________________________ —___________—* { > ∏⅜(^-J-⅛)∏⅜(^+j+⅛) u⅜(^-7+⅛)∏⅛(^+7-⅛),which is the expression for Mx∖The expression for Rxi is found in a similar manner, viz., by substituting for cos ç U — U') its exponential expression, by which means the function(r2 r'2 _ 2rr' cθs (JJ — U,')'j-χ~ibreaks up into a pair of factors, each of which can be separately expanded; the result, 

i being positive, or zero, is
rx+i χ, Πl(⅛ + ⅛ + to-j)∏1(zr+τn-j) ∕rλ2m liχ -/Ï+Ï+Ï 2l ∏ (ι∙ + .m) ∏ι (ic _ I) ∏w ∏ι (ic _ I) (J?]from m = 0 to m = oo : this may also be writtenriB+i ∏1(a> + i-1) _/ . . r2∖-ps+ί+ϊ ∏i∏1(a.-∣) + ⅛ + ^+2> *+1>r∕φ

writing now ⅛ for i, and x + ⅛ + 2m≈n, that is m = ⅜(n- x — ⅛) (?i is of the same parity with j, j', and ¾ is' even or odd according as j, j' and x are of the same parity or of opposite parities, m is therefore, as it should be, an integer), Rx^ contains the term
rn ∏1 (⅜ (n + a; + ⅝) - ⅜) ∏1 (⅝ (w + a; - ⅝) - ⅜) r'n+ι ∏l(w _ x 4- ¾-) ∏1(ic — 1) ∏⅜ (n — χ — ⅛) Π1 {χ — ⅜) ’— ∕f a.~r'n+ι Άχif for shortness sk_ ∏1 (⅛(π + a> + ⅝)-⅜) ∏1 (⅛(n + *-⅞)-⅝)x ∏⅜ (n - x + ⅛) ∏1 (x - ⅜) ∏ι ⅜(n-x - ⅛) ∏ι (x - ⅜) ’a formula which I assume to subsist as well for negative as for positive values of 7, so that Kx~* = Kf. It is to be noticed that if x>n, then either n — x + ¾ or n—x — ^s vanishes, and we have therefore Kf = 0.Substituting for Rf its value we have

⅛ O'> ∕) - 2 π,ιbTj- ≠r 2 (⅛a κ+'where Mf^, Kf have the values already obtained, and as before ⅛ extends to ^ = -(a?-/) to ⅛ = (x —j) by steps of two units, and x (since Kf vanishes for x < ri) extends from x = ⅜ (j +∕) to x = n. 43—2
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340 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214To simplify ; write x = ⅜ (j +jr) + u ; ⅛ — — (x -j') + 2s, = (x -j') — 2t, so that s + £ = w, s and t being any integer values (zero not excluded) which satisfy this relation, and lastly ïi extends from tt = O to u = n — ∣ (J +t∕). We have
p ∕1∙ √∖ 11i4-i' Vni>7Λ-∏1 (⅛ (J ÷J ) ÷ M “ ⅛) V 7I/T? ∕Z^Swherejτ-. , v, ∏(⅜O+/)+») ∏(⅛ O' +/)+«)> ∏i∏(iθ∙+7)+s) ∏s∏(⅛0'+7) + i),

—. ∏,(⅜O+7) + ^~⅜)____________ ∏1(⅛(n+j) + t-⅜)Λ” ~ ∏ (i (» -j) -t) II1 (⅛ (j +j') + u-i) ∏ (i (n -j') - s) ∏, (⅜ O' +j,) + « - ⅛) ’and substituting these values, and observing that the result contains a factor 
J 2J+∕+2W——-r-. ικ----- . ττ zι  √τ-------- rr which may be replaced by ττ z . , ∙z , a—τ the∏<IO+∕) + ")∏.(iO+∕) + "-i) ∏0+j+2m)result is ∕_ ∖W O2M w2W

Gn (j, j') = 2j+7 V3+3 tu π θ∙+y+2-^
V f∏(⅛O+∕) + u) ∏(i O'+/)+«) J _ πι (⅜ (m +J')+s ~ ⅜) ∏ι (⅜ (” + j) + < ~ ⅜))t∏(⅜0 +j') + s)τi(i(j +j') + () ιωii ∏(⅜(»-∕)-s)∏(⅜(»-J)- Q Jwhich is easily transformed into

G ( Î n=v+f √+∕ π-(⅜("+i)-⅜)π>(H,t+∕)-⅜) S »0. J) ∕ v ∏⅜(n-j)∏⅛(n-7)∏θ+j)if for shortness $ =v . (-)"2βιj" 5,[⅜(j+7)+u]i[i(n+7)+s-⅜]i[i(n-∕)P[⅜0+∕)+M],[⅛(B+j) + i-ffliO√ΣL
^"[j+7+2m]~ W'Wt

s + t = u, u = Q to it = n — ⅛ ( y +j') ;the value of the sum $ iszS = (l-^2)id-n F(-n+j, n+j + l, j+j' + 1, y2),and we have consequently„ ,, r 2>÷1 ∏, (⅜ (77 +j) - ⅜) ∏, (⅜ (77 +7) - ⅜)”U’ ∏ ⅜ (71 - j) ∏ i (77 -j') ∏ >J +j')

× ηi+i'(1 -772)id-∕) F(-n +j, n+j + l, j +j, + 1, y2),the required expression for Cn (j, j). It only remains to prove the formula for «3.
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214] DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 341For this purpose, observing the equation s + t≈u, I form the equations
2'm _ 1 

L·’ +j' + 2u^∖2u t⅛ (7+7) + 7F I⅜ (7 +7)+u - ⅛]w,Γl ( A + j'∖ _i_ m1s _ ⅛ 0‘ + -7 ) + u}u L2O+^ + ≈<J - [i0∙+7) + σ .Γl√ 7 + i') + ult — ⅛ θ +J ) + ulu bO+j) + «J -ti0∙+n + sr,and thence Q2UQ +j' + 2u∖̂2u = ⅛ θ + ⅛ θ +
_ [⅜ (7 +7) + u^∖u___________1

[⅜ (j +j') +u- ⅜]w [⅜ (J +∕) + s]s [⅛(j +j') + i]t ’and we then have (putting also (—)m ιfu = (-)s+t rfs+2t),σ _ N [⅜ O^ +7) + ulu y (~)8 ι⅜ (n ~f)lg [⅜ (n +7) + g - ⅜P rfis "[iO'+Λ+≈<-ir W*[iO'+Λ + ⅛ ηx (-),[⅛⅛-j)],[⅜("+j)+⅛-⅛]ι ,tW,[iO'+Λ+i], η, -and it is proper to remark that the summation as regards u may be continued indefinitely ; for, if u = s +1 be > n — ∣ (J +/), then one at least of the relations 
s>⅜(n-j), t>⅜(n-j), must hold good, and at least one of the factorials [⅜(n-j)]s, [⅛(w-J)]t, will vanish. The two factors in the second sum are the general terms of two hypergeometric series. In fact, if we put⅜(w +.?) + ⅛ =∕3>⅛(-w+j) =a>

⅛(j +7) + ⅜ = e,and therefore
⅜ (w ÷7) + ⅜ = e — α >⅜(-w+∕) =e-∕3,and if, for shortness, we use {α}s to denote the factorial α (α+l)...(α+ s-1) of the increment positive unity, then we haveς _ ∙g le + ⅜)" s W ∣'3i* _» je-<⅜le-ff), s," (6)„ i(i).(e + i∣.,) (l)>(e + ⅜)∙ Vthe two hypergeometric series being consequently

„, a. β „ a.a + l. β .β + Ύ . 0^(a, β, e + ⅛, 77-) = 1 + 1.<Γ+⅛7 + Γ7 2 . e + ⅜ . e +∣ η ^*^ ‘ °',
F(e-a, e-β, e + ⅜, r) = l+ χ +2 '.e + ⅜.e + ⅛------ v + &C>
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342 THE FIRST PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE [214I assume the truth of the following remarkable theorem, [see 211] viz.: “The series formed from the product of the two hypergeometric series,
F (a., β, e + ⅜, η2), F(e-a, e - β, e + ⅛, y2),

G 1 £ I ^ £ I 3by multiplying the successive terms of the product by 1, ——, , &C· respectively, is = (1 _ ff(2a, 2β, 2e, y2).”Hence, observing that the general term of >8 is formed precisely in the manner in question, we have S=(l-√∕+∕>-* Zτ(2α, 2β, 2e, v2) or, substituting for cl, β, e their values
S = (l-η2)W-n F(-n+j, ft+J + l, j+∕+l, t72),which is the required value.It is clear that α, β are interchangeable with e — a, e- β; that is, we have 

S = (1 — η2)a+^~e F(2a, 2β, 2e, v2)
= (1 -η2)e~a~β F(2e-2a, 2e-2β, 2e, η2) 

or
F(2e-2a, 2e-2β, 2e, √) = (1-τ72)2α+2^-2e ^τ(2α, 2β, 2e, η2), which is a known property of hypergeometric series. The form£ = (1 - n +j,, n+j' + l, j+j' + l, v2)is obviously less convenient than the one above mentioned, since the new expression is encumbered by a denominator (1 - τj2)id-√'), which really divides out, the finite hypergeometric series containing as a factor the square of such denominator. I have only noticed this for the verification which it affords by showing that j, j' may be interchanged.

VII.The above expression of Gn(j, j') is not, in its actual form, given in Hansen’s memoir. The comparison with Hansen’s formulæ is as follows :—The formula (3G), p. 329, is
G (n - 2f, -(n-2f- 2g))

= H cos2w ⅜ J tan2i, ⅜ J F (— (2n — 2f— 2g), — 2f, 2/7 + 1, — tan2 ⅜ J)where
Π(2n-2∕)Π(2∕+2^) .2- ∏ (π -∕) ∏∕∏ (” -f~ g)K(f+g)n2g'
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343214j DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES, and the formula (37), p. 330, isΓ(-(2λ-2∕-2^), -2/ 2<∕ + l, -tan2⅛J)= cos~4n+4^+4<z ⅜ J F (—(2n — 2f — 2g), 2f + 2g + 1, 2g + l, sin2⅜J^).
Combining these, and putting sin ⅜ J = η, we have 

G{n-2f, -(n-2f-2g))

= Hηw (1 - ^-n+2∕+iz p(_ - 2f- 2g∖ 2∕+ 2g + 1, 2g + 1, τ∕2),and then, putting - 2/ =∕,-n + 2∕+2g=j,and for C(j',j), = C(j,j'∖ writing Cn(j, j'), we have
Gn (j, j') = HηM (1 - 772)id-∕> F(-n +j, n +j + 1, j +j' + 1, ηi)where
rr________________ ∏(w+7)∏(n +j')__________________22w ∏ ⅜ (n +∕) ∏ ⅛ (n -j') ∏ ⅛ (n +j) ∏⅜ (n -j) ∏ ( j +j') ’or, finally, since

∏ (» + j) = 2*,+> ∏ ⅛ (re +j) ∏1 (⅜ (re +j) -1),∏1 (re +j') = 2»+/ ∏ ⅜ (re +/) ∏1 (⅜ (re +∕) - ⅜).we find ∕f Z 1∙ 1∙'∖ _ ^j+j ∏ι (⅜ +j) — ⅜) ∏ι (⅜ (w +j) ~ ⅜)“ υ. 3 )- ∏ i (n _j) ∏ i (M _Λ ∏ 0∙ +λ

× rp+i' (1 — τ∕2)id-D p (— n +jf n +j + 1, j +j' + 1, 772), which is the formula of the present memoir.
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